Medium Term Planning - Writing
2021/2022

Writing Overview
TPG – Toolkit Progression Guide

Nursery Key Topic Texts

Topic

Key Texts

Autumn 1 - What makes me special?

My Grandpa, Love Makes A Family, Can I build another me? The Family Book. Wilfrid Gordon Mcdonald Partridge.

Autumn 2 - What can I do with my body?

We've all got bellybuttons. Oliver's Vegetables. Let's Make Faces. The Shine A Light: Human Body. Avocado baby.

Spring 1 - Does everyone live in a house?

All Kinds of Homes: A lift the flap book. Let's build a house: A book about buildings and materials. Home. Animal Architects: Amazing Animals who build their homes.

Spring 2 - What will I do when I grow up?

The Growing Story. Titch. What do people do all day? You Choose.

Summer 1 - What will I find outside?

I can only draw worms. The Very Hungry Caterpillar. Insect Detective. Town and Country: Flip the book.

Summer 2 - Can you make it work?

Cars and trucks and things that go. The most magnificent thing. The Three Little Pigs. Papa's Mechanical Fish. Whatever Next!

Nursery Talk For Writing Texts
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Style of Text
Fiction

Autumn 1
Nursery Rhymes

Non-Fiction

Concepts of Print

Autumn 2
We’ve All Got
Bellybuttons
Instructions
(following)

Spring 1
Brown Bear,
Brown Bear
Rhyming Words

Spring 2
Rosie’s Walk
Recount of local
walk.

Summer 1
The Very Hungry
Caterpillar
Children are able
to sequence life
cycles.

Summer 2
The Train Ride
Descriptive
Language
(Location).

Reception Key Topic Texts

Topic

Key Texts

Autumn 1 – What is it like to go to school at Ark Kings?

Clark the Shark. Balsall Heath Through Time. How do Dinosaurs go to School? Something Else. The Boy Who Cried Wolf. Rainbow Fish. Going on a Mood Hunt. This is the way we
go to school.

Autumn 2 – Is everyone the same as me?

A Year Full of Stories: 52 Folk Tales and Legends from Around the World. The Runaway Wok. The Family Book. Rama and Sita: The story of Diwali. The night before Christmas.

Spring 1 – What will happen if I do this?

The little inventors handbook. What do you do with an idea? Inventors: Incredible stories of the world's most ingenious inventors. Amelia Earhart (Little people, big dreams). Ernest
Shackleton (little people, big dreams). Vincent's starry night: A Children's History of Art. Henri's scissors.

Spring 2 – Am I an animal?

Creature Feature. What do you do with a tail like this? Actual Size. The book of bones. The Variety of Life. Chicken's aren't the only ones.

Summer 1 - What will I find?

People. Maps. Alistair Humphreys Great Adventurers. This is how we do it. Hello World: A celebration of curiosities and language. The Darkest Dark. Laika: The Astronaut

Summer 2 – How can I help our world?

Belonging. Rosa Parks (Little people, big dreams), Ghandi (Little people, big dreams). Here we are: Notes for living on planet earth. How to help a hedgehog and protect a polar bear.
Harry saves the ocean.

Reception Talk For Writing Texts
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Style of Text
Fiction

Autumn 1
Nursery Rhymes

Non-Fiction

Class Charter

Autumn 2
We’re Going on a
Bear Hunt
Letter

Spring 1
Dear Zoo

Spring 2
Little Red Hen

Summer 1
Handa’s Surprise

Fact File

Instructions

Riddles

Summer 2
The Three Billy
Goats Gruff
Persuasive
Writing.

Year 1
2021-2022

Autumn 2

Spring 1 & 2

Summer 1

AC+ H/G: My Local Area
What is it like in our Local Area?
AC+ Sc: Everyday Materials

AC+ H/G: Toys in Time
How have toys changed over time?
AC+ Sc: Autumn and Winter

AC+ H/G: Transport and Travel
How has transport and travel changed over time?
AC+ Sc: Amazing Animals

AC+ H/G: The United Kingdom
Why should people visit the UK?
AC+ Sc: Spring and Summer

AC+ H/G: Our Seaside, then and now
Have we always liked to be by the
seaside?
AC+ Sc: Plants

The Art of a Sentence

Description

Setting description

Re-write

The Day the Crayons
Quit.
TAFs - Write words in ways
which match their spoken
sound, simple sentences.

Unit 1

Imitation: Show pupils words, phrases and
simple sentences that describe a stimulus
‘The Day the Crayons Quit’. Review with
pupils, create toolkit of language and
structural features through ‘boxing up’.
Innovation: Write words, phrases and simple
sentences based on a stimulus that children
will not be using for their independent
writing. Model writing sentences by thinking
aloud and ask pupils to generate words and
phrases.
Invention: Write words, phrases and simple
sentences based on a stimulus. Pupils to
orally rehearse their writing through role
play activities.

The Lonely Beast
TAFs: Simple sentences
that make sense, capital
letters, full stops,
adjectives
Purpose: entertain
Audience: children
Imitation: Read ‘The Lonely Beast’.
Review with pupils, create toolkit of
language and structural features
through ‘boxing up’.
Innovation: Take the beast from the

Lonely Beast but put him in a
different location: e.g. in a park.
Model writing sentences that show
what he gets up to.

One Day on our
Blue Planet
TAFs: Time
conjunctions, using
‘and’ conjunction
Purpose: Inform
Audience: Children/Adults
Imitation: Read 'One Day on Our Blue
Planet…in the Rainforest'. Review with
the children. Create a toolkit to support
writing.
Innovation: Write a set of instructions
informing how to look after a plant.
Invention: Write a set of instructions.

Letter
Meerkat Mail
TAFs: Range of
sentence starters,
using ‘and’
conjunction

The Gruffalo’s Child
TAFs: Simple sentences that
make sense, capital letters,
full stops, adjectives, range
of sentence starters

Purpose: inform
Audience: Adult/Children
Imitation: Read Meekat Mail.
Review with the children. Create a
toolkit to support writing.
Innovation: Write a letter
recounting a holiday or a trip.
Invention: Write a letter to
someone in a different country,
asking them what it is like there.

Purpose: Entertain
Audience: Adult/Children
Imitation: Read ‘The Gruffalo's Child’.
Review the text with the children. Create a
toolkit to support writing.
Innovation: Write a setting description for
the setting of The Gruffalo's child.
Invention: Write a setting description for an
unknown text.

5-part story

Fact file

The Three little Pigs
TAFs: Simple
sentences that make
sense, capital letters,
full stops, adjectives,
use what they have read to inform
writing
Purpose: Entertain
Audience: children
Imitation: Read ‘The Three Little Pigs’.
Create a toolkit to support writing.
Innovation: Write a recount about one of
the three little pigs.
Invention: Write a recount of a school
trip/ event they’ve been on/had.

TPG: page 6

Instructions

The Gruffalo
TAFs: Simple sentences that can
be read by themselves and
others, spell phonically regular
words of more than one
syllable, high frequency words

Poetry

Instructions

Invention: Pupils to place the beast in
their own location. E.g. the school.

Simple sentences

Unit 2

Summer 2

Autumn 1

How to Wash a
Woolly Mammoth
TAFs: simple
sentences, using ‘and’
conjunction

Purpose: entertain
Audience: children
Imitation: Read ‘The Gruffalo’. Review with
pupils, create toolkit of language and
structural features through ‘boxing up’.
Innovation: Write simple sentences and
descriptive phrases about other characters in
popular children's books. E.g. the big bad
wolf.
Invention: Pupils to write a description of
their own monster.

Purpose: inform
Audience: children
Imitation: Share a set of instructions
with pupils - these could be from other
subjects such as Science. Review with
pupils, create toolkit of language and
structural features through ‘boxing up’.
Innovation: Write instructions that
explains how to wash another animal.
Invention: Write a set of instructions on
how to wash a Gruffalo.

TPG: page 5

TPG: page 19

Non-chronological report
Lifesize Rainforest
TAFs: Capital letters for
proper nouns, exclamation
marks, question marks
Purpose: Inform
Audience: Adult/Children
Imitation: Read extracts from Lifesize
Rainforest. Review with the children.
Create a toolkit to support writing.
Innovation: Write a fact file about an
animal that lives in a rainforest.
Invention: Write a fact file/nonchronological report on rainforests.

The Little Red
Hen
TAFs: Time
conjunctions, using
‘and’ conjunction
Purpose: Entertain
Audience: Children
Imitation: Read The Little Red
Hen. Review the book with the
children. Create a toolkit of
language and structural features
through 'boxing up'
Innovation: Write a character
description for one of the main
characters from the story children to choose which
character.
Invention: Write alternative
ending for the story in the same
style.

The Queen’s Handbag
TAFs: Capital letters for
proper nouns, range of
sentence starters reading/checking/simple
edits
Purpose: Entertain
Audience: Adult/Children
Imitation: Read and use a range of texts to
learn facts about Queen Elizabeth II. Create a
toolkit to support writing.
Innovation: Write a factfile about Queen
Elizabeth II.
Invention: Write a factfile/nonchronological report about another famous
royal family member.

5-part story
The True Story of the
Three Little Pigs
TAFs: Sequence sentences
to form narratives,
reading/checking/simple edits
Purpose: Entertain
Audience: children
Imitation: Read ‘The True Story of The
Three Little Pigs’. Create a toolkit to
support writing.
Innovation: Write a five part story about
the wolf.
Invention: Write a five part story that
follows the same structure as the Three
Little Pigs.

Across the year, teachers share a range of poems with pupils. These are shared during line-up, class transitions, story time … any other available moment in the day! This is to develop
strong poetic culture across school through frequently reading and engaging with poetry. In addition, at least two poetry units are taught explicitly across the year to ensure pupils experience
writing poetry for themselves. These units are taught in Autumn/Spring 1 (unit 1) and Spring 2/Summer (unit 2) – teachers select the most appropriate time within these periods to teach the units.
Unit 1: Rhyming poem (model: Teddy Bears)
Unit 2: Acrostic poem (model: Stars)
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Autumn 1
Year 2
2021-2022

AC+ H/G: Kings and Queens
What are the most powerful
monarchs since 1066?
AC+ Sc: Animals: Needs for Survival
The Art of a Sentence

Unit 1

The Day the
Crayons Quit.
TAFs - capital letters,
full stops, using ‘and’
conjunction
Imitation: Show
pupils compound sentences that
describe a stimulus from the ‘Day the
Crayons Quit’. Review with pupils,
create toolkit of language and
structural features through ‘boxing
up’.
Innovation: Write a compound
sentence based on a stimulus that
children will not be using for their
independent writing. Model writing
sentences by thinking aloud and ask
pupils to generate words and phrases.
Invention: Write compound, precise
sentences based on a stimulus. Pupils
to orally rehearse their writing
through role play activities.
Biography
Fantastically Great
Women Who Changed
the World
TAFs: capital letters for proper
nouns, time conjunctions

Unit 2

Purpose: inform
Audience: children
Imitation: Read Walt Disney
Biography. Review with pupils, create
toolkit of language and structural
features through ‘boxing up’.
Innovation: Write a biography about
Florence Nightingale.
Invention: Write a biography about
Mary Seacole, documenting her
struggles, achievements and legacy.
TPG: page 18

Autumn 2
AC+ H/G: The Great Fire of London
How could the GFoL have been
prevented?
AC+ Sc: Uses of everyday Materials
Poetry
Tree
TAFs - capital letters, full
stops, co-ordinating
conjunctions, rhyming
words

AC+ H/G: Planet Earth
Can you describe the seven continents and five oceans that make up Planet Earth?
Sp1: AC+ Sc: Habitats
Character Description
Fantastic Mr Fox
TAFs: adjectives,
present/past tense, coordinating conjunctions

Purpose: entertain
Audience: children
Imitation: Read Seasons Come, Seasons
Go. Review with pupils, create toolkit of
language and structural features through
‘boxing up’.
Innovation: Write a poem describing the
UK in Spring and Summer.
Invention: Write a poem describing the
UK in Autumn and a poem describing the
UK in winter. Pupils to include
alliteration and rhyming couplets.
GD: Write 3 stanzas to connect the two
poems together, showing the change from
Autumn to Winter.

Purpose: entertain
Audience: children
Imitation: Read character descriptions
from Roald Dahl characters such as
Matilda. Review with pupils and create a
writer’s toolkit of language and structural
features through ‘box up’.
Innovation: Write a character’s description
for the BFG using their box-up plan and
writers toolkit.
Invention: Write a character description of
the protagonist in the story.
GD: Compare and contrast how foxes are
portrayed in the two stories by writing a
comparative pair of descriptions.

TPG: poetry page 2

TPG: page 5

Instructions
The Christmas Eve Tree
TAFs: present tense, coordinating conjunctions,
exclamation marks
Purpose: inform
Audience: children
Imitation: Read instructions on how to
make a Christmas wreath. Review with
pupils, create toolkit of language and
structural features through ‘boxing up’.
Innovation: Write a set of instructions for
building a gingerbread house.
Invention: Write an instruction text
about decorating a classroom for
Christmas (or other preparatory
Christmas jobs, such as making a
Christingle).
GD: Research Christmas Tree traditions
from around the world and extend
instructions using conjunctions to show
alternatives used internationally.
TPG: page 19

Poetry

Spring 1&2

Non-chronological Report
Over in Australia
TAFs: question marks,
present tense,
subordinating
conjunctions
Purpose: inform
Audience: children
Imitation: Read over in Australia with the
children. Review the key information facts
and create a toolkit of language and
structural features through ‘box-up’.
Innovation: Write an information leaflet
about animals in Australia.
Invention: Write a travel guide about
Australia.
GD: Write for a different audience. Rather
than someone wanting to find out about
Australia, write a more persuasive piece for
a prospective holidaymaker.

Narrative
The Smartest Giant in
Town
TAFs: coherent narratives,
subordinating conjunctions
Purpose: entertain
Audience: children
Imitation: Read a Julia Donaldson text
with the children, talk about the kind of
story it is, what happened and how it ends.
Create toolkit of language and structural
features through ‘boxing up’.
Innovation: Write complex sentences based
on 'The Snail in the Rain'. Model writing
sentences by thinking aloud and ask pupils
to generate words and phrases.
Invention: Write a new section for the story
describing a setting, creating a new
character, designing a problem and
resolving it by George donating an item of
clothing.
GD: Choose a new superlative for George
(e.g. nastiest, smelliest, rudest giant) and
adapt the story accordingly.
Letter (to Julia Donaldson)
And other texts by Julia
Donaldson
TAF’s: present tense,
writing for different
purposes
Purpose: entertain/inform
Audience: children
Imitation: Read various Julia Donaldson
texts. Review which one’s children like and
dislike. Create a toolkit of language and
structural features through 'boxing up'.
Innovation: Write a letter including a short
description of which book you don’t like
and why.
Invention: Write a letter to Julia
Donaldson, explaining which of her books
is your favourite and why.
GD: After describing your favourite books,
suggest a new premise, setting or character for
her next story based on her authorial style.

Summer 1

Summer 2

AC+ H/G: They Made a Difference
How have Human Rights hero’s you’ve
studied made a difference to our world?
AC+ Sc: Protecting Our Environment
5-part Story

AC+ H/G: Life in Kenya
How is living in Kenya similar and different
to living in the UK?
AC+ Sc: Plants: Bulbs and Growth
Instructions

Alba the Hundred Year Old
Fish
TAFs: coherent narratives,
draw on reading,
additions/revisions, writing
for different purposes
Purpose: entertain
Audience: children
Imitation: Read Alba the Hundred Year old
Fish. Review with children and create a
toolkit.
Innovation: Read Alba and the clean-up.
Write a short story about saving our oceans.
Invention: Write a story with a clear moral
about an animal choking on plastic in the
sea.
GD: Write the story from the perspective of
the item of rubbish or the ocean.

Persuasive Letter
Let’s Investigate Plastic
Pollution
TAFs: write about real events
Purpose: persuade
Audience: children
Imitation: Read Let’s Investigate Plastic
Pollution with the children. Review the
message within the text. Create a writer’s
toolkit of language and structural features
through ‘boxing up’.
Innovation: Write a letter to Mrs Brasenell
explaining the dangers of plastic pollution.
Invention: Write a letter to an influential
person (decided by the children), persuading
them to reduce their personal plastic
consumption and use their influence to
encourage others to do the same.
GD: Use narrative as a form of persuasion demonstrate the negative impact of plastic
pollution by depicting a dystopian future if a
change isn't made.

purposes

The Room on a Broom
TAFs: tense, co-ordinating
conjunctions, exclamation
marks,
additions/revisions,
writing for different

Purpose: inform
Audience: children
Imitation: Read various potion books.
Review with the children. Create a toolkit
to support writing.
Innovation: Write a set of instructions in
the style of a potion to create their own pet.
Invention: Write a set of instructions to
create a potion which will change people
into an animal of their choice.

Non-chronological Report
Don’t Let Them Disappear
TAFs: question marks,
present tense, subordinating
conjunctions, draw on
reading, writing for different purposes
Purpose: inform
Audience: children
Imitation: Read the book 'don't let them
disappear'. Review with children. Create a
toolkit of language and structural features
through 'boxing up'.
Innovation: Write a non-chronological
report about an endangered artic animal in
the style of a "National Geographic Kids"
article.
Invention: Write a non-chronological
report about an endangered marine animal
in the style of a "National Geographic Kids"
article.
GD: Select and research an animal to write
about.

Across the year, teachers share a range of poems with pupils. These are shared during line-up, class transitions, story time … any other available moment in the day! This is to develop strong
poetic culture across school through frequently reading and engaging with poetry. In addition, at least two poetry units are taught explicitly across the year to ensure pupils experience writing poetry for
themselves. These units are taught in Autumn/Spring 1 (unit 1) and Spring 2/Summer (unit 2) – teachers select the most appropriate time within these periods to teach the units.
Unit 1: Classic humorous poem (model: Old Mother Hubbard by Sarah Catherine Martin)
Unit 2: Concrete poem (model: Butterfly)
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Autumn 1
Year 3
2021-2022

AC+ H/G: Settlements and Land use
What is the land like in the UK and how
do we use it?
AC+ Sc: Skeletons and Muscles

The Art of a Sentence

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2 1

AC+ H/G: Stone, Bronze and Iron Age
AC+ Sc: Rocks and Fossils

AC+ H/G: Europe, incl. Italy case study
AC+ Sc: Light and Shadows

AC+ H/G: Europe, incl. Italy case study
AC+ Sc: Light and Shadows

AC+ H/G: Climate Zones and Biomes
AC+ Sc: Plants: Needs for Survival

AC+ H/G: Ancient Greeks
AC+ Sc: Forces and Magnets

Character Description
(2 weeks)

Diary Entry
(2 weeks)

Poetry
(1.5 weeks)

Myth
(3 weeks)

The Lion, The Witch and The
Wardrobe

The Iron Man

Cloud Busting

Tense and
Pronouns

Unit 1

The Day the Crayons Quit.
TAFs: demarcate sentences with
capital letters and full stops,
coordinating conjunctions,
expanded noun phrases
Imitation: Show pupils compound
sentences that describe a stimulus from
the ‘Day the Crayons Quit’. Review with
pupils, create toolkit of language and
structural features through ‘boxing up’.
Innovation: Write sentences based on a
stimulus that children will not be using
for their independent writing. Model
writing sentences by thinking aloud and
ask pupils to generate words and
phrases.
Invention: Write precise sentences based
on the book. Pupils to orally rehearse
their writing, edit and redraft.

BFG

Cloud Busting

Tense

apostrophes for possession,
prepositions

varied sentence length,
question marks, exclamation
marks

Newspaper report
(3 weeks)

Apology letter
(2 weeks)

Everything Volcanoes and
Earthquakes

The Iron Man

Greek Myths
Varjak Paw
lList poems, oracy,
performance, commas for
lists, rhyming words

begin to use inverted commas
in speech before a reporting
clause

Story Ending
(2.5 weeks)

Biography
(3 weeks)

Varjak Paw

Greek Myths

commas after fronted
adverbials, expanded noun
phrases

prepositions, paragraphs

Unit 2

expanded noun phrases to
specify, present perfect

Poetry

expanded noun phrases to
describe and specify

Across the year, teachers share a range of poems with pupils. These are shared during line-up, class transitions, story time … any other available moment in the day! This is to develop
strong poetic culture across school through frequently reading and engaging with poetry. In addition, at least two poetry units are taught explicitly across the year to ensure pupils experience
writing poetry for themselves. These units are taught in Autumn/Spring 1 (unit 1) and Spring 2/Summer (unit 2) – teachers select the most appropriate time within these periods to teach the units.
Unit 1: Free verse poem (model: School)
Unit 2: Nonsense poem (model: Jabberwocky by Lewis Carroll)
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Year 4
2021-2022

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

AC+ H/G: Roman Invasions
How did the Romans invade Britain and how
success were they?
AC+ Sc: Teeth and Digestion

AC+ H/G: Roman Britain
What did your archaeological site tell you
about the Romans in Britain?
AC+ Sc: States of Matter

The Art of a Sentence

Varjak Paw

The Explorer

Varjak Paw

The Explorer

Spring 1 & 2
AC+ H/G: Amazon – Rivers and Rainforests
What is the Amazon, why is it significant and should it be protected?
AC+ Sc: Classification and Environments

Summer 1
AC+ H/G: Maya Civilisation
Who were the Ancient Maya and how
successful were their civilisation?
AC+ Sc: Sound

The Boy at the Back
of the Class.

Summer 2
AC+ H/G: The USA
What is it like in the USA?
AC+ Sc: Electricity

Race to the Frozen North

The Day the
Crayons Quit.
TAFs: demarcating
sentences with capitals
letters, full stops,
exclamation marks
and question marks;
coordinating conjunctions; paragraphs

Unit 1

Imitation: Show pupils compound sentences
that describe a stimulus from the ‘Day the
Crayons Quit’. Review with pupils, create
toolkit of language and structural features
through ‘boxing up’.
Innovation: Write sentences based on a
stimulus that children will not be using for
their independent writing. Model writing
sentences by thinking aloud and ask pupils to
generate words and phrases.
Invention: Write precise sentences based on
the book. Pupils to orally rehearse their
writing, edit and redraft.

Charlotte’s Web

The Boy at the Back of the
Class.

Race to the Frozen North

Unit 2

Poetry

Across the year, teachers share a range of poems with pupils. These are shared during line-up, class transitions, story time … any other available moment in the day! This is to develop strong
poetic culture across school through frequently reading and engaging with poetry. In addition, at least two poetry units are taught explicitly across the year to ensure pupils experience writing poetry
for themselves. These units are taught in Autumn/Spring 1 (unit 1) and Spring 2/Summer (unit 2) – teachers select the most appropriate time within these periods to teach the units.
Unit 1: Haiku (models: City and Village Life)
Unit 2: Kenning (model: Who Am I? Tiger)
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Autumn 1
Year 5
2021-2022

AC+ H/G: Anglo Saxons
How ‘dark’ were the dark ages?
2021/22: Rivers & Rainforests
AC+ Sc: Earth and Space

The Art of a Sentence
The Day the Crayons
Quit.
TAFs: using paragraphs;
capital letters, full stops,
question marks, commas
for lists, apostrophes for
contraction; conjunctions (when, if, that,
because, and, or, but)

Purpose: entertain
Audience: children

Unit 1

Imitation: Show pupils complex sentences
that describe a section of the Day the
Crayons Quit. Review with pupils, create
toolkit of language and structural features
through ‘boxing up’.
Innovation: Write complex sentences
based on a stimulus that children will not
be using for their independent writing.
Model writing sentences by thinking aloud
and ask pupils to generate words and
phrases.
Invention: Write complex sentences based
on a stimulus. Pupils to orally rehearse
their writing and edit and redraft.

Autumn 2
AC+ H/G: Vikings and Anglo-Saxons
How much did Britain change from 793AD
1066?
2021/22: Rivers & Rainforests
AC+ Sc: Forces
First Chapter

TAFs: commas between
clauses, basic speech

TAFs: tense consistency,
pronouns and synonyms for
cohesion

Purpose: entertain
Audience: young adults
Imitation: Read Alien Invasion story. Focus
on the opening. Review with pupils, create
toolkit of language and structural features
through ‘boxing up’.
Re-write the first chapter of Phoenix.
Write the first chapter of a sci-fi story in
which a seemingly normal character
develops an unusual power.
GD: Write the same chapter from 2
different perspectives: a worried parent, a
villain whose time has come to enact
revenge or the alarmed, yet excited
protagonist.

GD: Write a biography about Mary
Jackson or Dorothy Vaughan.
TPG: page 18

Diary Entry
Holes
TAFs: tense consistency and
subject verb agreement

Purpose: entertain
Audience: readers of ‘Holes’
Imitation: Read diary of a residential camp.
Review with pupils, create toolkit of
language and structural features through
‘boxing up’.
Innovation: Write a diary entry from the
perspective of Zero in Holes. E.g.
https://holesbynina.wordpress.com/2012/
05/02/diary-entry-by-zero/
Invention: Write a diary entry about
Stanley's arrival at Camp Green Lake.
GD: Accompany the diary entry with a
contrasting short letter to relatives,
concealing the true nature of Camp Green
Lake.
TPG: page 32

Poetry

Purpose: entertain
Audience: children
Imitation: Read The Frozen Kingdom
description. Review with pupils, create
toolkit of language and structural features
through ‘boxing up’.
Innovation: Write a setting description
about an unknown forest.
Invention: Write a setting description
about the Amazon rainforest from the
perspective of someone who has recently
crash-landed there.
TPG: page 4

Adventure Story
The Last Wild
TAFs: advance action
through dialogue

Purpose: inform
Audience: young adults
Imitation: Read ‘The last wild’
adventure story. Review with pupils,
create toolkit of language and structural
features through ‘boxing up’.
Innovation: Provide children with
characters and possible obstacles.
Pupils to write a section of an adventure
story that incorporates the characters
overcoming these obstacles.
Invention: Write the section of the story
in which Kester escapes, inventing new
obstacles and mini cliff-hangers.

Summer 1

Summer 2

AC+ H/G: Baghdad & the Middle East
What was the Golden Ages of Islam and how
did it help us today?
AC+ Sc: Life Cycles

AC+ The Industrial Revolution
What were the positive and negative
aspects of the Industrial Revolution?
AC+ Sc: Growing Old

Complaint letter

Story: trials and tribulations

Harry Potter and the
Philosopher’s Stone
TAFs: modal verbs, passive,
exercising control of formality
Purpose: persuade
Audience: young adults
Imitation: Watch Disney Pixar short film:
Lifted. Read complaint letter. Review with
pupils, create toolkit of language and
structural features through ‘boxing up’.
Innovation: Write a complaint letter based
on extract from War Horse, asking that the
horse is not used in battle.
Invention: Write a complaint letter about
Dudley's experience at the zoo with the
vanishing glass.
GD: Write the complaint letter in an informal
tone and write a corresponding formal reply
from the zoo.

Harry Potter and the
Philosopher’s Stone
TAFs: tense across
paragraphs, convey
character through
dialogue
Purpose: entertain
Audience: readers of Harry Potter
Imitation: Read Halloween Chapter
from Harry Potter. Review with pupils,
create toolkit of language and
structural features through ‘boxing up’.
Innovation: Re-write Halloween
chapter using language and structural
features.
Invention: Write a dramatic retelling of
how Harry Potter found the
Philisopher's Stone, inventing trials
and obstacles related to teachers.
GD: Create accompanying texts the
retelling. E.g. extracts from letters,
diary entries, reports.

TPG: page 11

TAFs: commas for
parenthesis, relative
clauses

Unit 2

Setting Description
The Explorer

Hidden Figures

Imitation: Read biography of Ernest
Shackleton. Review with pupils, create
toolkit of language and structural features
through ‘boxing up’.
Innovation: Write a biography about
Katherine Johnson
Invention: Write a biography about Mary
Jackson or Dorothy Vaughan.

AC+ H/G: Asia – Mountains, Volcanoes and Earthquakes
What are natural disasters and how do they impact the lives of people living in Asia?
AC+ Sc: Materials: Properties and Changes

Phoenix

Biography

Purpose: inform
Audience: readers interested in space,
civil/human rights

Spring 1&2

Broadcast transcript
The Explorer
TAFs: perfect form of
verbs, dashes for
parenthesis, exercising
control of formality
Purpose: inform
Audience: young adults
Imitation: Read a broadcast transcript
and show TV clip so pupils can see how
the two link. Review with pupils, create
toolkit of language and structural features
through ‘boxing up’.
Innovation: Write a transcript for a
recent event in the news that pupils are
aware of.
Invention: Write a transcript for a news
broadcast about the disappearance of an
explorer in the Amazon.
GD: Contrast the conversational language
of a newsroom presenter with the serious
undertones of a reporter on the scene.

Explanation text
Once Upon a
Raindrop
TAFs: brackets for
parenthesis,
conjunctions

Purpose: inform
Audience: children/adults
Imitation: Read 'How did the Titanic
sink?' explanation text. Review with
pupils, create toolkit of language and
structural features through ‘boxing up’.
Innovation: Using 'Once Upon a
Raindrop' as a hook, write an
explanation text about the water cycle.
Invention: Write an explanation text
about how mountains are formed.
GD: Research a subject for an
explanation text with which you have a
personal connection.

Diary Entry

Non-chronological report

Harry Potter and the
Philosopher’s Stone
TAFs: drawing on what they
have read, dash for effect
Purpose: inform/entertain
Audience: readers of Harry Potter
Imitation: Read ‘The Siege of Troy, then read
the Trojan Horse diary entry. Pupils to
discuss how the diary entry draws upon what
they read in the story. Review with pupils,
create toolkit of language and structural
features through ‘boxing up’.
Innovation: Write a diary entry for Harry
winning his first Quidditch match. E.g.
https://www.tes.com/teachingresource/harry-potter-diary-wagoll-anddifferentiated-ideas-for-plans-12044762
Invention: Write a diary entry from the
perspective of Harry Potter on his first day at
Hogwarts.
GD: Re-read Harry's first visit to Diagon
Alley as inspiration for how to describe
something from the perspective of an
ignorant subject. I.e. literal descriptions of
everything around him rather than using
proper magical names, awe and wonder at
things he didn't previous think possible and
complete lack of surprise from those in
magical families.

Harry Potter and the
Philosopher’s Stone
TAFs: selecting
appropriate form, colons
to introduce a list
Purpose: entertain
Audience: readers of Harry Potter
Imitation: Read non-chronological
report about fairytales. Review with
pupils, create toolkit of language and
structural features through ‘boxing up’.
Innovation: Read extracts from
Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find
Them for inspiration. Write a nonchronological report about a fictitious
creature: the liosp.
Invention: Write a non-chronological
report about an element of the Harry
Potter world that interests you. E.g.
mythical creatures, characters,
subjects, magical places, artefacts,
horcruxes.
GD: Create accompanying texts to
support your chosen subject.

Across the year, teachers share a range of poems with pupils. These are shared during line-up, class transitions, story time … any other available moment in the day! This is to develop strong poetic culture
across school through frequently reading and engaging with poetry. In addition, at least two poetry units are taught explicitly across the year to ensure pupils experience writing poetry for themselves. These units are
taught in Autumn/Spring 1 (unit 1) and Spring 2/Summer (unit 2) – teachers select the most appropriate time within these periods to teach the units.
Unit 1: Limerick (model: nonsense limericks by Edward Lear)
Unit 2: Sonnet (Sonnet 18 by Shakespeare)

TPG – Toolkit Progression Guide

Year 6
2021-2022

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

AC+ H/G: Ancient Egypt
What made the Ancient Egyptians one of
the most formidable civilisation?
2021/22: Mountains
AC+ Sc: Light and Perception
The Art of a Sentence

AC+ H/G: Global Changes
What are some of the major human and
physical challenges faced around the
globe?
AC+ Sc: Classification
Persuasive Writing

The Day the Crayons
Quit.
TAFs: main clause,
subordinate clause,
conjunctions
(coordinating and
subordinating)
Purpose: entertain
Audience: children

Unit 1

Imitation: Read The Day the Crayons
Quit. Review with pupils, create toolkit of
language and structural features through
‘boxing up’ based on the text type class
has selected. For older year groups,
pupils to select the text type they want to
use for their independent writing and
create their own toolkit.
Innovation: Write complex sentences
based on a stimulus that children will not
be using for their independent writing.
Model writing sentences by thinking
aloud and ask pupils to generate words
and phrases.
Invention: Write complex sentences
based on a stimulus. Pupils to orally
rehearse their writing and edit and
redraft.
Biography of Anne Frank

Unit 2

GD: Biography plus critical commentary
answering key questions: “Can people
ever be memorialised accurately?”,
“Whose opinion prevails when
documenting history?”
TPG: Page 18

Poetry

Discussion Text

Setting Description

Greta’s Story

Purpose: persuade
Audience: young adults
Imitation: Read letter about global
warming. Review with pupils, create
toolkit of language and structural
features through ‘boxing up’.
Innovation: Write an open letter about
reducing plastic waste.
Invention: Write an open letter about a
topical issue.
GD: Write a Room 101 style speech about
a topical issue with a balance of
humour/sarcasm, emotive integrity and
urgency.
TGP: page 26

The Island at the End
of Everything
TAFs: semi-colon
between two clauses
parenthesis
Purpose: discuss
Audience: young adults
Imitation: Read 'Should animal charities
receive government funding?' Review
with pupils, create toolkit of language
and structural features through ‘boxing
up’.
Innovation: Write a discussion text on
'Should children have been evacuated
during World War 2?'
Invention: “The actions of Mr Zamora
are justifiable when taking into account
the safety of Filipino citizens. Discuss.”
GD: “Segregation is at times necessary
and should be decided upon and
enforced by governments. Discuss.”
TGP: page 28

Dual Perspectives: Scene

Summer 1

Summer 2

AC+ H/G: Mapping the World

AC+ H/G: Making Our Mark

AC+ Sc: Electricity

AC+ Sc: Circulation and Lifestyle

Lonely Hearts Ad

Evolution project (reports, explanation
texts)

Rose Blanche

TAFs: colons for
emphasis, modal verbs

The Life of Anne
Frank
TAFs: passive, colons
for a list, position of
clauses
Imitation: Read Ann Frank's biography.
Review with pupils, create toolkit of
language and structural features through
‘boxing up".
Innovation: Write a biography for Anne
Frank based on the core text.
Innovation: Write a biography of Malala
Yousafzai.

Spring 1 & 2
AC+ H/G: Conflict and Resolution
How did the wars impact Britain and the world – what did we learn about conflict
and resolution?
AC+ Sc: Evolution and Inheritance

TAFs: adverbial and
prepositional openers,
commas to indicate
Purpose: entertain
Audience: young adults
Imitation: Reading description of Nazi
Germany train station Review with
pupils, create toolkit of language and
structural features through ‘boxing up’.
Innovation: Write an emotive setting
description for Rose Blanche: when Rose
comes across the concentration camp.
Invention: Write an emotive setting
description for Rose Blanche: when Rose
comes across the concentration camp.
GD: Write a setting description within a
flashback - Erika's Story. Someone finds
the baby and finds a letter > flashback to
the mother’s decision on the train to
Auschwitz.
TGP: page 4

Short Story

The Goldfish Boy/Can
You See Me?

Goodnight Mr Tom

TAFs: integrate
character through
dialogue

TAFs: punctuating speech,
commas between clauses

Darwin’s Voyage of
Discovery

TAFs: informal register

TAFs: semi-colons in
complex lists

Purpose: persuade
Audience: young adults

Purpose: Inform
Audience: young adults

Imitation: Read lonely hearts ads for
figures from Tudor history. Review with
pupils, create toolkit of language and
structural features through ‘boxing up’.
Innovation: Write a lonely hearts ad for
the prince in Cinderella as a class.
Children to write a lonely hearts ad for a
Greek god.
Invention: Write a lonley hearts ad for
Shrek and/or Gaston (from Beauty and
the Beast)

Imitation: Show children models: e.g.
Huddosaurus (non-chronological
report), How Do Bees Make Honey
(explanation text) and The Incredible
Charles Darwin (biography). Review with
pupils, create toolkit of language and
structural features through ‘boxing up’.
Innovation: N/A - pupils to go straight to
invention independent writing.
Invention: Pupils to write a selection of
informative texts about a topic of their
choice.

GD: Read Punctuated Lonely Hearts ads
and write your own ad in this style, using
play on words related to grammar.

TGP: page 23

TGP: page 25
Diary Entry

Prologue

Diary of a Young Girl
TAFs: dashes for emphasis
and to indicate parenthesis,
using contracted forms
Purpose: inform
Audience: young adults

Imitation: Read extracts from The
Goldfish Boy and Can You See Me?
Review with pupils, create toolkit of
language and structural features through
‘boxing up’.
Innovation: Write a dual perspective
scene for fairy tale characters.
Invention: Write a dual perspective scene
for two characters to raise awareness
about a topic: e.g. disability, race,
inequality, autism, to show how they
experience the same situation in different
ways.

Purpose: entertain
Audience: young adults

GD: Write a biased story to encourage
reluctant families to accept evacuees.

Imitation: Read diary entry of Ann
Frank. Review with pupils, create toolkit
of language and structural features
through ‘boxing up’.
Innovation: Write a diary entry from the
perspective of a child living through war.
Entries could be from fictional
characters, such as Bruno or Rose
Blanche, or from real-life.
Invention: Write a diary entry for Willie
from Goodnight Mister Tom.

TGP: page 4

TGP: page 5 and 8

TPG: page 31

Imitation: Read 'Jim's Journey'. Review
with pupils, create toolkit of language
and structural features through ‘boxing
up’.
Innovation: Write 'Margaret's Journey'.
Invention: Write a short story of an
evacuee.

Cinderella Files

Creative Writing
Children to choose
prompt and models

Cinderella Files
TAFs: control of clause
structures
Purpose: entertain
Audience: young adults

TAFs: conscious control
of grammar and vocabulary
Purpose: entertain, inform, persuade
Audience: young adults

Imitation: Watch the start of the Beauty
and the Beast film. Read the transcript of
the prologue. Review with pupils, create
toolkit of language and structural
features through ‘boxing up’.
Innovation: Write a prologue for the start
of Beauty and the Beast.
Invention: Write a prologue for the start
of fairy tale of pupils' choice.

Imitation: Pupils to choose prompts,
models and text types. Review with
pupils, create toolkit of language and
structural features through ‘boxing up’.
Innovation: Pupils to choose prompts,
models and text types.
Invention: Pupils to choose prompts,
models and text types. Example
independent writing piece: Write a
"CliFi" setting description of a dystopian
world caused by climate change.

TGP: page 10

TGP: page 10

Across the year, teachers share a range of poems with pupils. These are shared during line-up, class transitions, story time … any other available moment in the day! This is to develop
strong poetic culture across school through frequently reading and engaging with poetry. In addition, at least two poetry units are taught explicitly across the year to ensure pupils experience
writing poetry for themselves. These units are taught in Autumn/Spring 1 (unit 1) and Spring 2/Summer (unit 2) – teachers select the most appropriate time within these periods to teach the units.
Unit 1: Ode poem (model: Music Festivals – My Summer Love)
Unit 2: Narrative poem (The Raven by Edgar Allen Poe)
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